The application of nonlinear transformations to a cyclostationary signal for the purpose of revealing hidden periodicities has proven to be useful for applications requiring signal selectivity and noise tolerance. The fact that the hidden periodicities, referred to as cyclic moments, are often compressible in the Fourier domain motivates the use of compressive sensing (CS) as an efficient acquisition protocol for capturing such signals. In this work, we consider the class of Temporal Higher Order Cyclostationary Statistics (THOCS) estimators when CS is used to acquire the cyclostationary signal assuming compressible cyclic moments in the Fourier domain. We develop a theoretical framework for estimating THOCS using the low-rate nonuniform sampling protocol from CS and illustrate the performance of this framework using simulated data.
Introduction

Temporal Higher Order (Cyclostationary) Statistics
A cyclostationary signal (as defined in [8] ) is one which, after undergoing nonlinear transformations, will contain certain periodicities. Communication signals are not, in general, periodic. However, many communication signals are cyclostationary. For example, it is known [17] that by taking a Binary Phase-Shift-Keying (BPSK) signal and multiplying it by itself, one can generate periodicities in the signal at twice its carrier frequency. Figure 1a shows the spectrum of a BPSK signal while Figure 1b shows the spectrum of the squared signal. Likewise, if one raises a BPSK signal to the fourth power, periodicities at four times its carrier frequency can be generated. These "hidden" periodicities, referred to as higher order statistics (HOS) [17] , are generated when such nonlinear transformations (namely, raising the signal to some power) are applied to the signal.
The pioneering work of Gardner et al. [10, 20] , in formulating the theory of temporal higher order cyclostationary statistics (THOCS), refers to the hidden periodicities as the cyclic moments of the signal. Given the cyclic moments of the signal, one can compute its corresponding cyclic cumulants which have been shown to be signal selective and robust to Gaussian noise. The theory of THOCS subsumes that of HOS and defines additional statistical functions such as cyclic cumulants.
Compressive Sensing (CS)
The theory of compressive sensing (CS) has in recent years offered the great promise of efficiently capturing essential signal information with low-rate sampling protocols, often below the minimum rate required by the Nyquist sampling theorem. The use of CS can dramatically reduce both the complexity of a signal receiver and the amount of data that must be stored and/or transmitted downstream [1, 7, 24] .
CS exploits the fact that some high-bandwidth signals are compressible in that they can be well described by a small number of coefficients when expressed in an appropriate domain. Early work in CS [1] established the feasibility of collecting a random low-rate stream of nonuniform signal samples (as opposed to a deterministic high-rate stream of uniform signal samples) to acquire a signal that has relatively few large coefficients in its Fourier-domain spectrum. Given a sufficient number of nonuniform samples, subsequent reconstruction of the signal is possible by solving a convex optimization problem. What is remarkable about CS is that the requisite number of samples depends on the compressibility of the signal's spectrum instead of the width of its spectrum (the latter is what is required by the Nyquist sampling theorem).
Challenges of THOCS and the Promise of CS
While THOCS have proven to be useful, there are key challenges that one faces when attempting to estimate THOCS from traditional uniform samples of a cyclostationary signal. The higher the order of THOCS (that is, the higher the order of the nonlinear transformations applied to the signal), the more one must oversample the signal relative to its Nyquist rate to prevent aliasing. To accurately estimate THOCS, one also needs to observe the signal for an adequate (often long) time interval. These restrictions translate to heavy sampling burdens and data storage requirements.
As noted in Section 1.1, a typical cyclostationary signal is not compressible in the frequency domain. However, the signal may be compressible after undergoing a nonlinear transformation, and the dominant peaks in the Fourier spectrum (see, for example, Figure 1b ) are in fact the THOCS that one might wish to estimate. This motivates the question of whether CS in general, and low-rate nonuniform sampling in particular, can somehow be used to simplify the data acquisition process in problems involving THOCS. The immediate conundrum that one faces is the following: since the signal coming in to the receiver is not compressible, one cannot simply apply traditional CS sampling and reconstruction protocols to that signal (and then, say, estimate THOCS using conventional methods). While one could consider applying nonlinear transformations to the incoming signal and then collecting nonuniform samples of the transformed signal, this could significantly increase the complexity of a receiver.
In this paper we consider the problem of estimating THOCS directly from low-rate nonuniform samples of the original cyclostationary signal as well as low-rate nonuniform samples of delayed versions of the signal. In short, rather than collecting nonuniform samples of a nonlinearly transformed signal, one can simply apply these same nonlinear transformations to nonuniform samples of the original cyclostationary signal and nonuniform samples of the delayed versions of it. With these transformed nonuniform samples one could consider applying traditional CS reconstruction protocols and then extracting THOCS features. However, these reconstruction algorithms could result in additional processing latency and require significant computational resources. Therefore, we borrow ideas from the field of compressive signal processing (CSP) [4] and propose a very simple alternative method for estimating THOCS directly from the transformed nonuniform samples without the need for full-scale signal reconstruction.
In summary, we propose a traditional CS receiver front end that collects random low-rate streams of nonuniform samples of the incoming signal and delayed versions of it. While the complexity of such a receiver (see, e.g., [24] for a simplified version) is increased due to the additional signal delay paths, it has the potential to dramatically reduce the data acquisition, storage, and transmission burdens compared to conventional THOCS estimators that are based on high-rate uniform sampling. Our back end processing, in which we estimate THOCS from the nonuniform samples, differs from traditional CS and is computationally very simple. We refer to the resulting estimated THOCS as compressive temporal higher order cyclostationary statistics (CTHOCS). This paper describes the acquisition/estimation framework underlying CTHOCS and analyzes its effectiveness theoretically and empirically in comparison with conventional THOCS based on high-rate uniform sampling.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first provide brief reviews of the theories of THOCS and low-rate nonuniform sampling. In Section 3, we discuss how THOCS can be estimated from low-rate nonuniform samples and subsequently evaluate the performance of such a CTHOCS estimator. We demonstrate the signal selectivity of CTHOCS in Section 4. We conclude with a final discussion in Section 5.
Preliminaries
While the content in this section is intended to make this paper as self-contained as possible, it is not complete. For completeness, the reader may refer to [1, 7, 10, 12, 19, 20, 24] .
THOCS Preliminaries
Fraction-of-Time Probability (FOT)
Mathematical analysis of HOCS is based on the fraction-of-time (FOT) probability framework [9, 10, 12] , where statistical parameters or functions are defined based on a single realization of an infinite duration signal. This is in contrast to the stochastic process framework where statistical parameters or functions are defined based on the ensemble average of multiple realizations of the stochastic signal. (For ergodic signals, statistical functions coincide between the two frameworks.) The FOT probability framework is useful in applications where only a single realization of the signal is available. As we will discuss, it facilitates the definitions of expectation, moments and cumulants which are important for the study of cyclostationary time series.
For a given time-series f (u), the multiple sine-wave extraction operator 1 is defined [10, 20] aŝ
where · u denotes the time averaging operation with respect to the variable u and the set A(f (u)) contains all frequencies α ∈ R for which f (u)e −j2παu u = 0; this set is assumed to be countable for the time-series we will deal with. (Equivalently, A(f (u)) contains the set of frequencies α at which the Fourier transform of f (u) contains a Dirac impulse.)
The operatorÊ[·] is said to extract all additive sine-wave components from f . It can be viewed as first analyzing a signal (in the Fourier domain) for all periodic components and then rebuilding the signal only from these same periodic components. 2 When f (u) is a time series defined in the FOT probability framework, theÊ [·] operator extracts the deterministic component of its argument and hence is analogous to the expectation operator E[·] in the stochastic process framework.
THOCS Statistical Functions
We now provide the definitions of various THOCS statistical functions based on the FOT analysis framework. The THOCS statistical functions, collectively referred to as moments and cumulants, are analogous to the moments and cumulants defined in the stochastic analysis framework. We note here that while there exists another set of HOCS in the spectral domain [10, 20] , THOCS shall be the only set of HOCS considered in this framework.
Time-varying nth order moments
The time-varying nth order moments of a signal x(t) are defined [10, 20] as
where the ith factor x(u−τ i ) 3 could be (optionally) conjugated and this conjugation is denoted by ( * ) i . The variable q is the total number of conjugations and τ [τ 1 . . . τ n ] T is a vector of lags. 4 The argument toÊ [·] in (1) is termed the lag product of the signal x(t). In other words, given a signal x(t), its time-varying nth order moments can be obtained by first analyzing its lag product for all periodic components and then rebuilding its lag product from only these components.
nth order cyclic moments
The time-varying nth order moments of a signal x(t) can be further expressed in terms of its lag-dependent Fourier coefficients (also known as its nth order cyclic moments) as
, where the nth order cyclic moments satisfy
As mentioned in [10] , due to R α x (τ ) n,q being sinusoidal jointly in the n translation variables τ , setting τ 1 = 0 retains all the information present in R α x (τ ) n,q . In general, R α x (τ ) n,q is not integrable with respect to τ . Table 1 : Partitions for n = 3. For a given n, all distinct partitions D n can be generated using a recursive formula [19] .
Time-varying nth order cumulants
We first define some key parameters that the time-varying nth order cumulants are dependent on. Distinct partitions of the index set {1, 2, . . . , n} are referred to as D n , d is the number of elements in a partition, and the set of indices belonging to a partition is denoted by v i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}. Table 1 shows the key parameters with their respective values when n = 3.
Using the moment-to-cumulant (M-C) conversion formula 5 [10] , the time-varying nth order cumulants of a signal x(t) are given by
where n i = |v i |, q i is the number of conjugations used to compute the time-varying moments defined below,
τ v i is the vector of lags in τ with indices in v i , and ( * ) k again denotes optional conjugation of the kth factor x(u − τ k ).
nth order cyclic cumulants
The nth order cyclic cumulants are the Fourier coefficients of the time-varying nth order cumulants,
t . It can be further shown [19] that
The inner sum in (5) is over all possible vectors α = [α 1 . . . α d ] T whose entries sum to β and satisfy
(The value of d changes depending on the partition of D n in the outer sum.) Thus, given the cyclic moments of a signal, one can use (5) to compute its corresponding cyclic cumulants. In practice, for a given n i , q i , and τ v i , one can determine the candidate frequencies for α i by identifying peaks in the spectrum of the lag product appearing in (4) .
Given that C β x (τ ) n,q is also sinusoidal jointly in the n translation variables τ , setting τ 1 = 0 again retains all the information present in C β x (τ ) n,q . In general, C α x (τ ) n,q is integrable with respect to τ for a large class of cyclostationary signals of practical interest [20] .
CS Preliminaries
Sparsity and Compressive Measurements
CS builds on the framework of sparse (and compressible) signal representations in order to simplify signal acquisition. Suppose we have a finite length-L vector y whose entries are samples of an analog signal acquired at or above the Nyquist rate. If we represent y in terms of an L × L dictionary (or basis) Φ, where y = Φη, y is said to have an s-sparse representation in Φ if the length L-coefficient vector η has just s L nonzero entries. If η has s significant coefficients (but the rest are very small), y is said to be compressible in the dictionary Φ.
Candès et al. [1] showed that if one collects just P < L compressive measurements of a sparse signal y via a P × L sensing matrix R such that w = Ry = RΦη =: Aη, exact recovery of η (and therefore, y) from w may be possible. For example, it is possible to solve the under-determined system of equations w = Aη (having P equations and L unknowns), if the P × L matrix A satisfies a condition known as the restricted isometry property (RIP). A matrix A satisfies the RIP of order s with isometry constant δ s ∈ (0, 1) if the following holds for all s-sparse vectors η:
Exact recovery of η from w can be achieved by solving a convex optimization problem (namely, 1 -minimization [2] ) if A satisfies the RIP of order 2s and δ 2s is small. A variety of greedy iterative algorithms (e.g., CoSaMP [16] ) have also been proposed. Moreover, these recovery algorithms are robust to noise and provide an approximate solution if η is not exactly sparse but compressible.
All of the algorithms mentioned above attempt to find, among all η that satisfy the constraint w = Aη, the sparsest possible solution. This recovery problem would be straightforward if A were a square matrix and its columns were orthogonal-one could uniquely identify η simply by computing A H w, where (·) H denotes the conjugate transpose operator. In a CS problem, A is not square (it is underdetermined) and so its columns cannot be orthogonal. However, the RIP property requires that small sets of columns of A be roughly orthogonal, and so A H w will provide a rough approximation to the true vector η. Most CS reconstruction algorithms-particularly greedy algorithms-can be interpreted as correcting the estimate A H w to account for the minor correlations among the columns of A. However, it is also worth noting that CSP theory [4] supports the fact that the uncorrected estimate A H w can itself provide a reasonable approximation of η when η is sparse or compressible, and using this estimate can be computationally attractive because it is much simpler to compute than a full-scale (but more accurate) signal reconstruction.
Low-rate Nonuniform Sampling
For a signal that is sparse or compressible in the frequency domain-that is, one whose Fourier spectrum contains relatively few large peaks-Candès et al. [1] propose a CS acquisition strategy based on low-rate nonuniform sampling. This strategy involves collecting a random low-rate stream of nonuniform samples of an incoming analog signal, as opposed to the deterministic high-rate stream of uniform signal samples acquired by a conventional Nyquist-rate receiver [24] . In some implementations of low-rate nonuniform sampling, the random time intervals are integer multiples of a finer sampling interval (at least as fine as Nyquist rate of the signal); we assume this is the case in our subsequent discussions. In practice, one can generate these random time intervals via a pseudorandom number generator.
Low-rate nonuniform sampling is compatible with the formulation and notation defined above. Recall the length-L vector y whose entries are uniform samples of an analog signal acquired at or above the Nyquist rate (denote the sampling interval as T s ). A collection of P nonuniform samples of the same analog signal can be represented as w = Ry, where R is a P × L binary matrix containing a single 1 in a random position in each row. In such an instance, we would have
It was shown in [18] that if Φ is the L × L DFT matrix and R is a random selection matrix as shown above, then A = RΦ will satisfy the RIP of order P/log 4 (L) with high probability. (Technically, the RIP holds for the appropriately scaled matrix A = L/P · RΦ.) Hence, one can recover an s-sparse coefficient vector η and consequently the Nyquist-rate sample vector y from only a small multiple times s nonuniform samples.
CTHOCS Framework
In this section, we explain our CTHOCS framework, in which THOCS are estimated directly from low-rate nonuniform samples of the original cyclostationary signal as well as low-rate nonuniform samples of delayed versions of the signal.
Signal Acquisition
In a typical scenario one wishes to estimate THOCS for various orders n, optional conjugations q, and delay vectors τ ; recall from (1) that each combination of n, q, and τ defines a unique lag product of the incoming signal x(t). The question is how to estimate these statistics without excessive sampling or specialized hardware. The idea of using low-rate nonuniform sampling for estimating THOCS is inspired by the compressibility of the lag product.
For the sake of discussion, Figure 2a shows one hypothetical way that low-rate nonuniform sampling could be used assuming specialized analog hardware was available to generate various (compressible) signal lag products. This system consists of n t channels, where n t is the total number of unique lag products of interest. In each channel j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n t }, an analog hardware device H/W j computes a lag product of x(t) corresponding to some desired values of n, q, and τ , all of which may vary from channel to channel. This lag product is then passed through a low-rate nonuniform sample-and-hold (s/h) device (to be formally defined in Section 3.4), and the output w lag,j is a nonuniform sample stream of the jth lag product. Unfortunately, such an acquisition setup would require a significant amount of specialized hardware and its complexity would scale linearly with the desired number n t of unique lag products.
As an alternative, we propose the signal acquisition setup shown in Figure 2b . For the sake of simplicity, this figure presents the acquisition scheme for a single lag product as appearing in (1), i.e., for a single combination of n, q, and τ . In each channel i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, an analog delay produces x(t − τ i ), where τ i is the ith entry of the delay vector τ . This delayed signal is then passed through a low-rate nonuniform s/h device, whose output w ch i is a nonuniform sample stream of the ith delayed input signal. In this scheme we assume that all s/h devices are driven by a common
(a) Specialized hardware sampling scheme. nonuniform clock (NU CLK) which dictates the sample times. The output w lag of the acquisition system is a digital product of the nonuniform sample streams from each channel:
where the optional conjugations match those in (1). This multi-channel acquisition setup can be easily implemented using only analog signal delays and low-rate nonuniform samplers. At first sight, the proposed sampling scheme may seem at odds with our objective of reducing the overall sampling rate necessary for THOCS estimation due to the use of n channels, each with its own s/h device. However, we note that if the delay vector τ contains any repeated entries (for example, if τ 2 = τ 3 ), the duplicate channel can be removed. Moreover, this system can easily be extended to allow for multiple lag products (e.g., n t lag products as in Figure 2a ). The only channels that would need to be added would be those corresponding to delays τ not already represented in the system. In fact, in most practical cases of interest known to the authors, THOCS estimation is very often restricted to a small set of unique delays τ of interest. Examples include the Delay-Reduced Classifier as proposed in [23] , [22] and the set of classification features proposed in [21] where all τ i = 0; in such a case, only one sampling channel would be needed. Nonetheless, we note here that one cannot expect significant average sampling rate reductions in the case when a wide range of delays τ are required since the trade-off between average sampling rate reduction and increased number of analog signal delays required no longer justifies such a multi-channel sampling scheme.
The Lag Product Measurements
We now describe how the lag product measurements w lag (coming from the system in Figure 2b ) can be represented mathematically. Although the following hypothetical vector is not physically measured, for each channel i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, let us define 6
6 Classical windowing techniques could be used in our framework to concentrate main lobe energy and reduce side lobe energy.
to be a collection of L uniform time samples, having sampling interval T s (where 1 Ts is at least the Nyquist rate), of the analog cyclostationary signal x(t − τ i ) for the ith channel. At the ith channel output, the nonuniform sample vector w ch i can be thought of as being constructed by physically measuring only certain, randomly selected entries of y ch i for each channel. For m = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1, we define a binary random variable a m indicating whether entry m of y ch i is selected for inclusion in w ch i ; we assume these a m are IID Bernoulli random variables with P[a m = 1] = γ and P[a m = 0] = 1 − γ for some constant γ ∈ (0, 1]. As indicated in our diagram, we assume that all s/h devices are driven by a common nonuniform clock; that is, we assume that a m takes on the same value across different channels for the same entry m. Thus, on average, the parameter γ denotes the fraction of the total Nyquist rate samples retained by the nonuniform sampling protocol per channel. We let P denote the actual total number of nonuniform samples of x(t) collected per channel; we will have P ≈ γL, and we can write the sample vector as w ch i = Ry ch i , where R is a P × L selection matrix as explained in Section 2.2.2 and is identical across all n channels.
As noted in Section 1.1, a typical cyclostationary signal is not compressible in the frequency domain. In particular, consider the uniform high-rate sample vector y ch i defined in (7) . Letting Φ denote the L × L DFT matrix, the DFT coefficients of y ch i , given by η ch i = Φ H y ch i , will not typically be sparse or compressible. This raises the question of how we can hope to apply CS reconstruction techniques given the nonuniform samples w ch i = Ry ch i .
The answer comes from the fact that we do not attempt to reconstruct the full rate sample vectors y ch i in the individual channels. Rather, we note that the overall system output w lag corresponds to nonuniform samples of the signal's lag product, which is compressible. Defining
to be the lag product appearing in (1), we can define y lag to be a hypothetical collection of L uniform time samples of x lag (t):
From (6) and (8), it follows that
where R is the same P × L selection matrix used in the individual channels. So, the system output w lag can be viewed as a subset of the high-rate collection of L uniform time samples from the signal's lag product. We note that such a computation is possible thanks to the commutative relationship of the lag product operation with the nonuniform sampling operator: it is not necessary to compute the analog lag product before sampling the signal. For suitable choices of n and q, the DFT coefficients of y lag , given by η lag = Φ H y lag , may be compressible. Indeed, when dealing with finite data in practice it is common to estimate THOCS directly from η lag : the locations and values of peaks in the DFT spectrum provide estimates of the true α values and corresponding cyclic moments R α x (τ ) n,q , respectively. In situations where η lag is indeed compressible, we should be able to apply CS techniques for reconstructing or estimating η lag from w lag . This is the approach we adopt in the CTHOCS framework.
A Simple Estimator of the Lag Product Spectrum
We can express the collected the nonuniform samples of the lag product as w lag = Ry lag = RΦη lag = Aη lag , where A = RΦ. As we explained in Section 2.2.1, when η lag is sparse or compressible, the estimate
can provide a suitable approximation to η lag that is very simple to compute. In particular, when R is a random selection matrix and Φ is a DFT matrix, the estimate η lag = Φ H R H w lag can be computed simply by zero-padding w lag (creating a length-L vector containing the P entries of w lag at the nonuniform sample locations) and taking the FFT of this zero-padded vector. This estimation procedure is not only simple (both conceptually and computationally), but as we show in Section 3.4 it is also compatible with the THOCS analytical framework. In particular, we propose to extract statistics from the locations and values of the peaks of η lag . Using the RIP, we can argue that the locations and values of the peaks of η lag should coincide roughly with those of η lag .
Lemma 3.1. Let s denote the number of spectral peaks in η lag and suppose for simplicity that L = ms for some positive integer m. Let η lag,s denote a length-L vector containing only the s peaks from η lag (and zeros elsewhere), and let η lag,t = η lag − η lag,s denote the remaining L − s entries of η lag . If A satisfies the RIP of order s + 1 with isometry constant δ, the DFT estimate η lag = A H w lag approximates the true DFT coefficients η lag up to the following accuracy:
Proof : See Appendix A.
As noted in Section 2.2.2, when Φ is an L × L DFT matrix and R is a random selection matrix with P rows, then A = RΦ (appropriately rescaled) will satisfy the RIP of order P/log 4 (L) with high probability. Thus, if η lag is highly concentrated at its s peak values, one can expect η lag,t to be small, leading to a rough guarantee in (10) 
While such a simple estimator may not be the most accurate possible-the peak value of η lag,t may not be small unless one invokes Lemma 3.1 with a large value of s to account for many large entries in η lag , and most CS reconstruction algorithms are more sophisticated to account for correlations among the columns of A-we opt for this FFT-based estimation technique because of its simplicity and its compatibility with the THOCS analytical framework (see Section 3.4).
As an illustration of this technique, the solid blue curve in Figure 3 shows (a zoomed portion of) the magnitude of the DFT η lag of the lag product of a 2PSK communication signal for τ = 0. This curve was generated from uniform samples acquired at the Nyquist rate for this signal. The dashed red curve in this plot shows η lag , the zero-padded DFT of the lag product computed from nonuniform samples of the signal with γ = 0.2 (so that P ≈ 0.2L). As we have discussed, the location and value of the peak in the blue curve can be used to infer one of the cyclic moments of the signal. (Figure 3 only shows one of a few peaks.) Conveniently, we see a peak in the red curve thatalthough weaker-coincides with the position of the peak in the blue curve. This gives some hope that information about the cyclic moments can be recovered from the low-rate nonuniform samples of the signal. We note here that while the weaker peak seems at odds with the approximation error bound given in Lemma 3.1, the displayed red curve has not been appropriately normalized (rescaled). This shall be discussed in the next section. We shall also explain formally what statistics we extract from η lag and discuss how these relate to THOCS of the original cyclostationary signal in the next section. 
Definition of CTHOCS
Recall that η lag corresponds to the DFT of uniform samples of the lag product of the original signal. Conventionally, one would estimate THOCS directly from η lag : the locations and values of peaks in the DFT spectrum provide estimates of the true α values and corresponding cyclic moments R α x (τ ) n,q , respectively. Although THOCS are formally defined in terms of analog signals and continuous-time Fourier transforms, it is possible to show [20] that cyclic moments of the analog signal and cyclic moments of its uniformly sampled counterpart are equivalent up to a periodic repetition in the frequency domain, as occurs with any uniform sampling of an analog signal.
When we compute η lag by taking a zero-padded DFT of w lag , one way to view η lag is simply as an estimate of η lag . Another way to view η lag , however, is that it is the DFT of zeroed-out uniform samples of the lag product of the original signal (with zeros in locations not sampled in the nonuniform sampling protocol). We adopt this latter viewpoint for the purpose of formally defining CTHOCS: in short, we refer to THOCS of this zeroed-out signal as CTHOCS, we can relate these CTHOCS to THOCS of the original signal, and we can estimate CTHOCS from the locations and values of the peaks in η lag .
Preliminaries
As explained above, the cyclic moments of the analog cyclostationary signal and cyclic moments of its uniformly sampled counterpart are effectively equivalent [20] . In our discussion, to avoid the complexities of dealing with Dirac delta functions (especially when raising these functions to higher powers), we frame our discussion around a s/h version of the delayed analog cyclostationary signal for each channel of the proposed multi-channel sampling scheme as follows. We first assume uniform sampling at each channel of the multi-channel sampler and define the s/h version of the delayed signal x(t − τ i ) for the ith channel to be
where m is the sample time index, T s is the sampling interval (bounded by the Nyquist sampling interval), and p s/h (t) is the s/h pulse shape used in the proposed multi-channel sampling scheme. For convenience, we will use p s/h (t) = rect Figure 2b ), x lag s/h (t, τ ) n,q is defined as
The Fourier coefficients of x lag s/h (t, τ ) n,q at the cycle frequencies will approximate the cyclic moments of x(t), and one can make this approximation arbitrarily accurate by letting υ → 0 and normalizing appropriately. We next consider nonuniform sampling at each channel of the multi-channel sampler and similarly define the s/h version of the zeroed-out delayed signal for the ith channel as follows:
where a m are the nonuniform sample indicators as defined in Section 3.1, and the subscript "ncs" refers to nonuniform compressive samples. For use in our analysis, we note that the a m 's are independent, identically distributed (IID) Bernoulli random variables where E[a n m ] = γ, ∀n ∈ Z + . In the FOT sense, a m can be thought of as taking on the value 1 with FOT probability γ and taking on the value 0 with FOT probability 1 − γ. Again using (12), the s/h version of the zeroed-out lag product of signal x(t) for a fixed τ (corresponding to the τ i 's in Figure 2b ), x lag ncs (t, τ ) n,q can be easily computed using the various channel outputs as
CTHOCS Statistical Functions
We define CTHOCS statistical functions, for a given τ , n and q, in the context of x lag ncs (t, τ ) n,q , the s/h version of the zeroed-out lag product of the incoming cyclostationary signal, and we compare these to THOCS of x lag s/h (t, τ ) n,q , the s/h version of the lag product of the same signal. Let us remind the reader that the main assumption underlying the definition of CTHOCS is that the lag product of the cyclostationary signal is compressible in the frequency domain, i.e., the signal's lag product only contains a small number of unique dominant cycle frequencies (periodicities).
Time-varying nth order compressive moments
The time-varying nth order moments of a cyclostationary signal are defined in Section 2.1.2. We denote the time-varying nth order moments computed using the s/h version of the lag products x lag s/h (t, τ ) n,q and x lag ncs (t, τ ) n,q by R x s/h (t, τ ) n,q and R xncs (t, τ ) n,q , respectively. Specifically,
Our CTHOCS framework relies heavily on the fact that these statistics are strongly related.
Lemma 3.2. The time-varying nth order moments obtained using the nonuniformly sampled lag product signal x lag ncs (t, τ ) n,q for a fixed τ , n and q satisfy
Proof : See Appendix B.
In other words, the time-varying nth order moments computed using the collection of nonuniformly sampled signals {x i ncs (t, τ i )} are simply scaled by a factor of γ compared to the time-varying nth order moments computed using the collection of uniformly sampled signals {x i s/h (t, τ i )} for a given τ , n and q. In light of (13), we define our first CTHOCS quantity: the time-varying nth order compressive moments of our signal are defined to be
(All CTHOCS quantities will be denoted with a superscript "c".) Thanks to (13) , it follows that the "compressive moments" R c xncs (t, τ ) n,q we define are actually equal to the traditional moments R x s/h (t, τ ) n,q of the original uniformly sampled lag product of the signal for a given τ , n and q.
In practice, one must approximate R c xncs (t, τ ) n,q based on a finite number of nonuniform samples of the signal at the output of each channel in Figure 2b . We propose to do this by computing the zero-padded DFT η lag of the vector w lag , preserving just the peaks in η lag , rescaling those peaks by 1 γ , and then inverting the DFT. The resulting estimate of R c xncs (t, τ ) n,q doubles as an approximation to the true moments R x s/h (t, τ ) n,q . It is important to note that the strength of the peaks of the zero-padded DFT reduces proportionally with γ (recall Figure 3) , and so when dealing with a finite set of data, a peak detection scheme will be necessary to identify the locations of the peaks. When dealing with noisy data and high compression ratios (γ 1) some peaks may actually fall below the noise floor and will thus be missed. The implications of dealing with finite data are discussed more thoroughly in Section 3.5.
nth order compressive cyclic moments
We define the nth order compressive cyclic moments of our signal by applying the cyclic moment formula (2) to the time-varying nth order compressive moments we defined in (14) :
Again, thanks to (13) and (14), these "compressive cyclic moments" R α,c xncs (τ ) n,q are equal to the cyclic moments R α x s/h (τ ) n,q of the uniformly sampled lag product of the signal for a given τ , n and q.
In practice, when dealing with finite data one can estimate these compressive cyclic moments simply by using the locations and rescaled values of the peaks identified in the estimation of the compressive moments R c xncs (t, τ ) n,q above. By setting τ 1 = 0 here again, all the information present in R α,c xncs (τ ) n,q is retained.
Time-varying nth order compressive cumulants
We define the time-varying nth order compressive cumulants of our signal by applying the moment-to-cumulant conversion formula (3) to the time-varying nth order compressive moments we defined in (14) :
where each term R c xncs (t, τ ) n i ,q i can be computed from the channel outputs in Figure 2b . Again, because of (13) and (14), these "compressive cumulants" C c xncs (t, τ ) n,q are equal to the traditional cumulants C x s/h (t, τ ) n,q of the uniformly sampled lag product of the signal for a given τ , n and q. 7 When dealing with finite data one can approximate the compressive moments R c xncs (t, τ ) n,q as discussed above and then plug these estimates into (16) to obtain an estimate of the compressive cumulants since cumulants are not directly measurable quantities. If some peaks were missed in the zero-padded DFT spectrum, the estimated compressive cumulants could differ substantially from the original signal cumulants C x s/h (t, τ ) n,q .
Again, by setting τ 1 = 0, all the information present in C c xncs (t, τ ) n,q is retained.
nth order compressive cyclic cumulants
We define the nth order compressive cyclic cumulants of our signal by applying the momentto-cumulant conversion formula (5) to the nth order compressive cyclic moments we defined in (15):
Again, thanks to (13) and (14), these "compressive cyclic cumulants" are equal to the traditional cyclic cumulants C β x s/h (n, q) of the uniformly sampled signal for a given τ , n and q.
In practice, when dealing with finite data one can approximate the compressive cyclic moments R α,c xncs (n, q) as discussed above and then plug these estimates into (17) to obtain an estimate of the compressive cyclic cumulants. Again, if some peaks were missed, the estimated compressive cyclic cumulants could differ substantially from the original signal's cyclic cumulants C β x s/h (n, q). We will demonstrate in Section 4, however, that the estimated compressive cyclic cumulants still retain their signal selective property as compared to their conventional cyclic cumulants.
Implications of Finite Observations
We conclude this section with a few additional remarks concerning the estimates of THOCS and CTHOCS from finite, rather than infinite, data streams. Using finite observations of the uniformly sampled channel outputs in Figure 2b , an estimator of the cyclic moment R α x s/h (τ ) n,q referred to
where T is the duration of a finite time window centered at time t applied to the incoming analog signal x(u) before its being fed into the multi-channel sampler of Figure 2b , τ l max{τ 1 , · · · , τ n }, 7 Because the product in (16) contains a variable number of terms d, the "compressive cumulants" C c xncs (t, τ )n,q will not have a simple linear relationship to the traditional cumulants Cx ncs (t, τ )n,q of the zeroed-out lag product signal. τ r min{τ 1 , · · · , τ n } and τ * 0 τ r − τ l . The time-varying mean of this estimator is equivalent to that proposed in [19] and (from [19] ) is given by
(19) This equation reveals a bias in the estimator due to contributions by other (cycle) frequencies. This bias vanishes as T → ∞. By extending this analysis, one can show that when estimating a compressive cyclic moment R α,c xncs (τ ) n,q from observations of the nonuniformly sampled channel outputs in Figure 2b with finite duration T centered at time t, e.g., by computing the estimator
the mean of the estimator is again given by (19) . The time-averaged variance of a cyclostationary time series x(t) is defined [20] as
Hence, the time-averaged variance of the compressive cyclic moment estimator R α,c xncs (t, τ ) n,q is given by
where
x lag ncs (r, τ ) n,q x lag ncs (s, τ ) n,q * e −j2πα(r−s) drds t (23) is the mean square absolute value of the estimator andÊ R α,c xncs (t, τ ) n,q is given by (19) . 
Proof : See Appendix C.
We note that when γ = 1, R xncs (t, τ ) n,q to increase if T is fixed and γ decreases; however, this increase in variance can be mitgated by increasing T . While our main goal in this section is to establish the variance of our compressive cyclic moment estimator in relation to its full rate uniform sampling cyclic moment estimator counterpart, the interested reader is referred to [3] and [19] for more detailed discussions on the variance of the full rate uniform sampling cyclic moment estimator as well as the cyclic cumulant estimator. In the following section, we focus our discussions on the signal selectivity aspect of CTHOCS and validate our theorems with simulations.
CTHOCS Signal Selectivity
As highlighted in our introduction and in the seminal papers of Gardner et al. [10, 20] , two highly desirable properties of cyclic cumulants are signal selectivity and tolerance to Gaussian noise (when n > 2). Therefore, we devote this section to empirically validating the signal selectivity of our proposed compressive cyclic cumulants.
Our proposed CTHOCS only requires the lag product of the cyclostationary signal to be compressible in the frequency domain. One example of such a cyclostationary signal is a baseband digital Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (Digital QAM) communication signal, as we explain in the next section.
Baseband Digital QAM Signal Model
We assume the cyclostationary signal to be acquired is a baseband digital QAM communication signal of the form
where a is the signal amplitude, s k is the kth transmitted symbol, p(t) is the signaling pulse shape, T is the symbol period, ∆f c is the residual carrier frequency offset, and θ c is the carrier phase. We make the common assumption that ∆f c 1 T , and we also assume that symbols s k are IID, uniformly chosen from some finite dictionary depending on the modulation type of the signal. In the sections that follow, the notation s(t) is reserved specifically for an incoming cyclostationary signal that obeys the model above. Henceforth, in the subsequent sections, we shall restrict ourselves to signals belonging to the signal model of (25).
Signal Selectivity of Cyclic Cumulants
We now provide a brief literature review of previous works focused on the signal selectivity of cyclic cumulants for the Digital QAM signal model (25). We note here that while other papers may focus on the signal selectivity of other signal statistics such as non-cyclic cumulants or spectral HOCS for our signal model (25), our aim here is to establish the validity of compressive cyclic cumulants using cyclic cumulants as a benchmark.
Spooner considered the classification of both single and multiple carrier (co-channel) signals belonging to (25) using cyclic cumulants in [21] . The signal selective features proposed were
for n = 2, 4, . . . , N , q = 0, 1, . . . , n, τ = [τ 1 . . . τ n ], β = (n − 2q)∆f c + k T , k = 0, . . . , K, and
is known as the symbol cumulants parameter, R s,v i are known as the symbol moments, and (−) m denotes an optional minus sign depending on the optional conjugation. The symbol dependent parameters R s,v i can be computed from the symbols
where q i is the number of conjugated indices in the set v i . The proposed features from the incoming signal were subsequently estimated assuming known cycle frequencies (values of β), normalized, grouped in vector form and classified using a minimum Euclidean distance approach with theoretical feature vectors. Classification results were obtained for scenarios involving six (single carrier) and ten classes (four co-channel carriers).
We note here that for each n, only the maximum value of (27) was used and this would occur for the case when τ = 0 (the length-n vector of zeros) based on inspection of (27) and given the decaying nature of typical communication signal pulse shapes p(t) [6] .
As a revision to [21] , Spooner et al. demonstrated the validity of cyclic cumulants, for both single carrier and multiple co-channel carriers, when estimated with no prior information about the signals in [23] using warped cyclic cumulants (a variant of the cyclic cumulant features proposed in [21] ). A costly maximum likelihood (ML) classifier was derived and subsequently approximated with two realizable alternatives, namely, the order-reduced classifier (ORC) and the delay-reduced classifier (DRC). Classification results were obtained for scenarios involving five classes (single carrier) and up to three co-channel carriers.
In [22] , Spooner extended the use of the fourth order cyclic cumulants (used in [21, 23] ) to the sixth order and demonstrated that classification performance can be further improved with its use. Classification results were obtained for up to four class scenarios involving two co-channel signals.
Marchand et al. considered the use of a linear combination of cyclic cumulants containing second and fourth order cyclic cumulants for classification of digital QAM signals in [14, 15] .
Finally, Dobre et al. investigated the use of cyclic cumulant features for classification of digital QAM signals up to the eighth order in the single carrier scenario in [6] assuming all parameters of the signal are known.
Signal Selectivity of Compressive Cyclic Cumulants
As mentioned in the previous section, our goal here is to establish the validity of compressive cyclic cumulants using cyclic cumulants as a benchmark. Therefore, we shall be using the signal selective cyclic cumulant features as proposed in [21] as well as the minimum distance classification scheme proposed in [21] . We note here that in subsequent simulations, a four class scenario comprising of 2PSK, 4PSK, 8PSK and 16QAM single carrier classification will be considered. Therefore, a single feature minimum classification scheme, namely using
where β = 4∆f c suffices. In this instance, using (27), the theoretical features can be computed as
where |C s 4,0 | takes the values 2, 1, 0, and 0.68 for 2PSK, 4PSK, 8PSK and 16QAM respectively. In our simulations, we assume the signal amplitude a is known and the interested reader is referred to [21] for a detailed discussion on feature normalization when various signal parameters of (25) are unknown.
Walkthrough CTHOCS Estimation Example
We now present an example of how C β,c sncs (τ ) 4,2 , an estimate of C β,c sncs (τ ) 4,2 can be obtained from finite sets of nonuniform samples of a cyclostationary signal belonging to (25) obtained from our proposed multi-channel sampling scheme.
1. Using the collection of w ch i low-rate nonuniform sample vectors, compute its lag product w lag using (6) for n = 4 and q ∈ {0, 1, 2}. For each q ∈ {0, 1, 2}, compute η lag , the zero-padded DFT of w lag , using (9).
2. For each q ∈ {0, 1, 2}, detect the peaks in η lag , rescale these peaks by 1 γ , and denote these rescaled values as the estimated compressive cyclic moments R α,c sncs (τ ) n,q . For each peak detected, α denotes the cycle frequency at which the peak was detected. 
Before proceeding further, it may be helpful to examine the set D 4 , which is the set containing all possible partitions of the index set {1 2 3 4}, as well as the term inside the square brackets. Since we consider the case where n = 4 and q = 2, we shall assume the first two indices are the conjugated terms and denote the index set as {1 * 2 * 3 4}. Then D 4 contains the following partitions of {1 * 2 * 3 4}: (a) {1 * 2 * 3 4}: For this partition, d = 1 (since there is only one factor) and the only compressive cyclic moment estimate we require is R Recall that THOCS (and thus CTHOCS) are nonzero only for even values of n and this holds for signals belonging to the model of (25), hence we have eliminated partitions containing factors with odd number of indices.
CTHOCS Validation
Simulation
To validate the inference quality and signal selectivity quality of CTHOCS, Monte Carlo (MC) simulations were performed for 2PSK, 4PSK, 8PSK and 16QAM signal modulation types. The following signal parameters were kept constant for all simulations: signal amplitude (a = 1), residual carrier frequency offset (∆f c = 23.0625Hz), symbol rate ( 1 T = 12999.5625 Hz, 6499.5625 Hz, 3249.5625 Hz, 1624.5625 Hz, 799.5625 Hz and 399.5625 Hz for 13000, 6500, 3250, 1625, 800, and 400 processing symbols respectively), RC pulse shape with roll-off factor of 0.3, and signal duration ( T = 1 second), and all of these parameters were assumed to be known. While prior knowledge of the parameters simplified the estimation of the CTHOCS features, a peak detection algorithm was necessary (and used in the simulations) since the actual number of peaks (in the lag spectrum of the signal) to be detected for a specific signal parameter configuration was not known beforehand. Specifically, each lag product spectrum was tested for the presence of a peak up to the 6th harmonic frequency (a total of 12 including the negative frequencies). The absolute value at each harmonic frequency was then compared against those of its neighboring frequencies with a peak detected if the absolute value was greater than an empirically pre-determined threshold.
Due to the various symbol rates considered, sampling frequencies 
Compressive Cyclic Cumulants Inference Quality
Before we proceed to establish the signal selectivity of compressive cyclic cumulants, in this section, we validate their inference quality. Specifically, we compare estimated compressive cyclic cumulants using various processing lengths (in terms of number of symbols) for select values of n, q across a broad range of γ against cyclic cumulants (which correspond to γ = 1 in the preceding plots) using the normalized mean square error (NMSE)
where N tr is the number of trials, β = (n − 2q)∆f c and C β,c sncs (0) n,q is computed using (27). We note that since there is only one unique value of τ i = 0, the proposed multi-channel sampling scheme of Figure 2b collapses into a single channel and subsequent compression rates obtained represent the best compression rates achievable. The plots in Figures 4, 5, 6 , and 7 show the NMSE for the situations when no noise is added to the signal and also when noise is added such that resulting carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) is 9dB, 6dB and 3dB respectively. The NMSE for each 8PSK signal has been omitted from the plots in the first column in Figures 4-7 since an 8PSK cyclic cumulant for n = 4 and q = 0 is zero.
We make the following observations with regards to the inference quality of compressive cyclic cumulants. First, as n increases, the NMSE of compressive cyclic cumulant estimates increases across the entire range of γ values considered. This also occurs in the case of cyclic cumulant estimates. Second, the NMSE of compressive cyclic cumulant estimates increases as the number of processing symbols decreases. This also occurs in the case of cyclic cumulant estimates. Third, as the compression factor increases (i.e., as γ decreases), the NMSE of the compressive cyclic cumulant estimates increases at a minimal rate of 1 γ as explained in the sequel. Equation (24) gives the timeaveraged variance of the compressive cyclic moment estimator which can be used to predict the rate of increase in the NMSE of compressive cyclic cumulant estimates (Figures 4-7) , for 4PSK and 16QAM signals (when n = 4 and q = 0) since for these signals, C α,c sncs (τ ) 4,0 = R α,c sncs (τ ) 4, 0 . As the number of processing symbols decreases (i.e., as T decreases), for a fixed γ, the increase in NMSE can be explained by the increase in time-averaged variance of the compressive cyclic cumulant estimates due to the 1 T 2 scaling in both terms of (22) and the increase in bias due to (19) . On the other hand, for a fixed number of processing symbols (i.e., fixed T ) the NMSE increases at rate As we shall discuss in the next section, in some regimes, compressive cyclic cumulants can give reliable approximations to their cyclic cumulant counterparts.
Compressive Cyclic Cumulant Signal Selectivity Quality
In this section, we establish the signal selectivity quality of F s , an estimate of the compressive cyclic cumulant feature F s (cf. (28)). Figures 8-11 show the confusion matrix when the minimum distance classification scheme was used to classify a four class scenario in the noiseless setting and with CNR of 9dB, 6dB and 3dB respectively. In each of the confusion matrices, ×, +, and represent 2PSK, 4PSK, 8PSK and 16QAM respectively. Each row in these figures shows the confusion matrices for γ = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.
We make the following observations with regards to the classification performance using compressive cyclic cumulant estimates. First, as the compression factor increases (i.e., as γ decreases), the classification performance degrades for a given CNR and number of processed symbols. The degradation of classification performance due to the decreasing γ value is expected since the strengths of the spectral peaks (compressive cyclic moments) decrease as predicted by Lemma 3.2, and this results in increased estimation errors of F s . Second, the classification performance degrades with decreasing CNR as well as decreasing number of processed symbols. This is due to the increased estimation errors associated with increased noise power and a reduced observation interval. This trend is also observed in the classification performance of cyclic cumulant based classifiers.
The observed trends are evident in Figure 12 , which shows the average correct classification probability P cc for signals having CNRs of 3dB, 6dB and 9dB. Table 2 shows a comparison of classification performance between compressive cyclic cumulant based classifier (γ = 0.1) and cyclic cumulant based classifier (γ = 1) for various number of processed symbols. We note that when γ = 0.1, processing 3250 symbols corresponds to using 3277 low-rate nonuniform samples to estimate compressive cyclic cumulants. On the other hand, when γ = 1, processing 400 symbols corresponds to using 4096 uniform samples to estimate cyclic cumulants. Evidently, the classification performance of compressive cyclic cumulant based classifiers are similar to cyclic cumulant based classifiers when making pairwise comparisons, e.g., 3250 symbols versus 400 symbols, 6500 symbols versus 800 symbols, 13000 symbols versus 1625 symbols. Let us remind the reader that when γ = 0.1, the average sampling rate commensurates with the information rate of the signal. Due to the compressibility of the lag product of the signal, compressive cyclic cumulant estimates can give reliable approximations of their cyclic cumulant counterparts at a fraction of the original sampling rate.
The results of Table 2 also provide the following insights regarding the use of low-rate nonuni- (g) 800 Symbols: n = 4, q = 0 (h) 800 Symbols: n = 4, q = 2 (i) 800 Symbols: n = 6, q = 3 (j) 400 Symbols: n = 4, q = 0 (k) 400 Symbols: n = 4, q = 2 (l) 400 Symbols: n = 6, q = 3 Figure 5 : NMSE of compressive cyclic cumulants against cyclic cumulants. Across each row, the plots show NMSE of compressive cyclic cumulants versus cyclic cumulants for select values of n and q as a function of γ for select processed data length when CNR=9dB.
(a) 13000 Symbols: n = 4, q = 0 (b) 13000 Symbols: n = 4, q = 2 (c) 13000 Symbols: n = 6, q = 3 (d) 1625 Symbols: n = 4, q = 0 (e) 1625 Symbols: n = 4, q = 2 (f) 1625 Symbols: n = 6, q = 3 (g) 800 Symbols: n = 4, q = 0 (h) 800 Symbols: n = 4, q = 2 (i) 800 Symbols: n = 6, q = 3 (j) 400 Symbols: n = 4, q = 0 (k) 400 Symbols: n = 4, q = 2 (l) 400 Symbols: n = 6, q = 3 Figure 6 : NMSE of compressive cyclic cumulants against cyclic cumulants. Across each row, the plots show NMSE of compressive cyclic cumulants versus cyclic cumulants for select values of n and q as a function of γ for select processed data length when CNR=6dB. form sampling (in the CTHOCS case) versus the use of high rate uniform sampling (in the THOCS case). For a fixed observation time, CTHOCS-based classification performance degrades with decreasing γ. On the other hand, for an equivalent number of samples, nonuniform sampling and uniform sampling have comparable classification performance. While uniform sampling would allow a shorter observation time, a higher rate sampler is required which could be expensive or have limited resolution. Therefore, nonuniform sampling can viewed as a means to safely sample slower than Nyquist rate without risking aliasing (which is not supported by uniform sampling). If the degradation in CTHOCS-based classification performance is not acceptable (due to decreasing γ), an increase in observation interval would ultimately improve CTHOCS-based classification performance such that it is comparable to THOCS-based classification performance for the same number of measurements. We note that when acquiring signals of high symbol rates where a low-rate nonuniform sampling is truly useful, the effect of increasing the observation interval is mitigated since many symbols can still be observed in a relatively short time span for such signals. 
Conclusion
In extending the theory of THOCS to CTHOCS, we have proposed the use of a low-rate nonuniform sampling protocol and a low complexity technique for estimating compressive cyclic cumulants from these nonuniform samples. We also considered specifically the signal selectivity quality of compressive cyclic cumulants and saw promising classification results for a four class scenario even at sampling rates which commensurate with the information rate of the signal. Our work could potentially enable modulation classification for much higher bandwidth signals than is currently possible due to sampling hardware limitations. There are open questions not yet addressed by our paper. In our signal model, we have not accounted for potential oscillator drifts common in most communication radios and sensing systems. Hence, the impact of carrier frequency drifts and timing offset drifts on CTHOCS remains to be seen. In our simulations, we have also not accounted for drifts in the sampling time instants of the nonuniform sampler, although in other contexts CS tests on actual nonuniform sampling hardware have been promising [24] . Further theoretical analysis of CTHOCS could also allow a better characterization of how small one can actually choose γ in practice.
In this paper, we also did not thoroughly discuss the detection aspect of spectral peaks (compressive cyclic moments) which is fundamental for the accurate estimation of compressive cyclic cumulants or cyclic cumulants. Though the potential locations of the spectral peaks were assumed to be known in our simulations (α = (n − 2q)∆f c + k T ), a peak detection scheme was employed to detect the peaks since the number of peaks (k) varies for each signal configuration. That is, in our simulations we knew where to look for peaks but we did not assume the presence or absence of any peak was known a priori. In practice, it would be necessary to compute the power of these spectral peaks (given various signal parameters) and accordingly, design robust peak detection algorithms when noise is present in the incoming signal for a given level of detection probability, false alarm rate and compression rate (γ). We have used the standard Cell-averaging Constant False Alarm Rate (CA-CFAR) algorithm to detect the spectral peaks in our simulations. = w lag , Ae k − η lag , e k = Aη lag , Ae k − η lag , e k = Aη lag,s , Ae k − η lag,s , e k + Aη lag,t , Ae k − η lag,t , e k ≤ δ η lag,s 2 + Aη lag,t , Ae k − η lag,t , e k = δ η lag,s 2 + m−1 j=1 Aη lag,t,j , Ae k − η lag,t,j , e k ≤ δ η lag,s 2 +δ η lag,t,1 2 +δ η lag,t,2 2 + · · · + δ η lag,t,m−1 2 ≤ δ η lag,s 2 +δ √ s η lag,t ∞ +δ √ s η lag,t ∞ + · · · + δ √ s η lag,t ∞ = δ η lag,s 2 +δ(m − 1) √ s η lag,t ∞ .
Here, the fifth line follows from the linearity of the inner product, the sixth line follows from direct application of (32), the seventh line follows from breaking η lag,t into m − 1 components η lag,t,1 , η lag,t,2 , . . . , η lag,t,m−1 , each of sparsity s, the eighth line follows from direct application of (32), and the ninth line follows from a standard bound relating the 2 norm of an s-sparse vector to its ∞ norm.
Using similar arguments, one can derive a lower bound for the error estimate as η lag 
B Proof of Lemma 3.2
The result follows from the following equalities: 8 R xncs (t, τ ) n,q =Ê [x lag ncs (t, τ ) n,q ]
= γÊ x lag s/h (t, τ ) = γR x s/h (t, τ ) n,q , where the fourth equality follows due to the independence of the time series, the fifth equality follows since the s/h pulses do not overlap, the seventh equality follows since the probabilistic temporal moment function is equal to the FOT temporal moment function, the eighth equality follows since E(a n m ) = γ, and the ninth equality follows since the s/h pulses do not overlap.
C Proof of Lemma 3.3
The result follows from the following equalities: sixth equality follows from the independence of the time series and that both a m and p s/h (t) are real, the seventh equality follows since the s/h pulses do not overlap, the ninth equality follows from linearity of the time-averaging operator, the tenth equality follows since the probabilistic temporal moment function is equal to the FOT temporal moment function for both terms within the square brackets, and the eleventh equality follows since E a 2n m = γ and E (a n u a n v ) = γ 2 ∀u = v.
